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We have engineered macroscopic 3D porous networks of gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) chemically interconnected by di-thiolated ethylene glycol oligomers. The formation of such superstructures has been followed by means of UV-Vis spectroscopy by monitoring the aggregation-dependent plasmonic band of such nanomaterials. The controlled chemical tethering of the AuNPs with di-thiolated linkers possessing a well-defined contour length rules the interparticle distance. The use of ad-hoc linkers ensures charge transport via direct tunneling and the hygrosopic nature of the ethylene glycol backbone allows interaction with moisture. Upon interaction with water molecules from the atmosphere, our 3D networks undergo swelling reducing the tunnelling current passing through the system. By exploiting such a behavior, we have devised a new approach for the fabrication of electrical resistive humidity sensors. For the first time we also introduce a new strategy to fabricate stable and robust devices by covalently attaching our 3D networks to gold electrodes. Devices comprising both 4 (TEG) or 6 (HEG) ethylene glycol repetitive units combined with AuNPs exhibited (i) unprecedented high response speed (~26 ms), (ii) short recovery time (~250 ms) in absence of any hysteresis effect. (iii) a linear response to humidity changes characterized by a highest sensitivity of 51 kΩ•RH(%) for HEG- and 500 Ω•RH(%) for TEG-based devices. The employed green solution processing in water and the extreme robustness of our 3D networks make them interesting candidates for the fabrication of sensors which can operate under extreme conditions and for countless cycles.

Introduction

The presence of moisture in air is fundamental to guarantee the comfort in living and working environments. In standard living conditions, the relative humidity (RH) should be normally kept around 50% with a temperature of 20-25° C. However, for specific applications these conditions may vary; for example, the RH must be constantly set at 38% in class-10 clean rooms, 60% in hospital operating rooms and close to 0% for operating temperatures, such as high impedance electronic circuits, electrostatic sensitive components, high voltage devices, fine mechanisms, etc.1 The growing demand of devices to monitor and control the humidity levels led to an increasing effort towards the development of smaller, more performing and more reliable humidity sensors which can be integrated in other equipment such as air conditioners, humidifiers, etc. without affecting their price and size. Hitherto, different architectures, design and sensing mechanisms have been explored in order to improve the sensing performances. The device’s readouts can either be directly electrical, such as changes in device’s resistance,2 capacitance3 and gate-effect in field-effect transistors,4 or indirect, such as changes in the optical characteristics5, 6 or in the mass7. Hitherto, different active materials have been explored, including ceramics,8-11 carbon-based materials,12 composites13-15 and organic/polymeric thin films5 and supramolecular nanostructures.16, 17 Chemical sensing occurs via recognition events between a supramolecular receptor and a specific analyte. The full decoration of the surface of functional low-dimensional nanostructures, exhibiting high surface-to-volume ratios, with the receptors of the chosen analyte is a viable route towards harnessing improved sensing.

Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) represent extremely versatile low-dimensional scaffolds for the fabrication of sensing devices relying on their special physico-chemical characteristic.18, 19 Such nanomaterials can be synthesized by bottom-up approaches in solution, by following facile and well-established procedures, thereby allowing to achieve control over their size on the nanometer scale, which cannot be easily attained with lithographic procedures.20, 21 Moreover, gold possesses a unique chemical reactivity: it can form covalent bonds with thiol molecules, enabling the formation of so-called self-assembled monolayer on the metal’s surface.22, 23 This chemical affinity between gold and thiols can be exploited to functionalize such materials with a wide range of receptors to trigger selective interactions with specific analytes in solution or in gaseous form.24-27 In addition, AuNPs larger than 2-3 nm show metallic electrical characteristics28 that can be exploited for the fabrication of electrical devices.29 Hitherto, AuNPs gas sensing devices have been reported for the detection of volatile organic compounds such as toluene,30, 31 1-propanol,32 acetone or...
Results and discussions

We have synthesized water-dispersible AuNPs with the Turkевич method, obtaining spheres with an average diameter $d = 8.6 \pm 1.4$ nm (determined by dynamic light scattering reported in ESI, Figure S1). With the purpose of fabricating electrical devices, we have focused our attention on two commercially available di-thiolated OEGs featuring 4 (TEG) and 6 (HEG) repetitive units (Figure 1) which are short enough to enable efficient charge tunneling between neighboring particles.

Figure 2: Optical evolution of AuNPs solutions upon addition of stoichiometric amounts of di-thiolated TEG. a) Series of optical photographs of the solution recorded with steps of 10 minutes and after one day (last picture). b) Evolution of the UV-Vis absorbance spectra within the first 4 minutes upon addition of the ligand solution.

The cross-link reaction, between the citrate-stabilized AuNPs and the OEG di-thiols, was performed upon addition of the diluted ligand solution directly to the water solution in which the AuNPs are grown, without further purification. The ligands solution was added in stoichiometric ratio with respect to the amount of gold nanoparticles present in solution. The use of a proper ratio between particles and ligands in solution is crucial to achieve the formation of stable cross-linked networks. A rough estimation of the needed amount of thiol groups can be obtained by purely geometrical considerations, as described in detail in the experimental section. According to these approximation, the cross-link reaction should be achieved by adding roughly 450 di-thiolated OEG molecules per each nanoparticle in solution. Such values were used as starting point to perform the preliminary studies on the AuNPs functionalization process with the chosen di-thiolated OEG ligands. During the cross-link reaction, the AuNPs are connected together into clusters which grow in size while the reaction occurs. Such aggregation has a dramatic impact on the optical properties of the AuNPs which lose their individual localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) characteristics as a result of the coupling with the neighbor particles. Such optical side-effect of the reaction represents an extremely powerful probe.

cyclohexane\textsuperscript{33} but very few examples of humidity sensing have been reported\textsuperscript{34}. In 2014, Lee et al. reported on high sensitive humidity sensors made by thick films of AuNPs (4-6 nm diameter) coated with a layer of dopamine as water absorbing material and transducer of the amount of absorbed water. Such devices displayed a remarkable decrease of the recorded resistance up to 4 orders of magnitude upon increasing the humidity from 10 to 90% because of the interaction between water and dopamine that generates OH\textsuperscript{-} ions as charge carriers embedded within the films. However, such process requires time to equilibrate, leading to slow response speed (5 s absorption and 10 s desorption).\textsuperscript{35} Several application require real-time and continuous monitoring of environmental humidity, therefore the development of reliable high-speed sensors with \textit{ad-hoc} characteristics is of primary importance.

Here we have devised a novel device architecture and exploited it as resistive humidity sensors. Such devices are made by all-covalent 3D networks of AuNPs connected with oligoethylene glycol di-thiols (OEG) linkers. The presence of two thiol groups in each molecule guarantees the formation of extremely robust and mechanically stable aggregates in which the nanoparticles are covalently linked and the interparticle distance is determined by the length of the ligands backbone. The hygroscopic nature of the OEG also allows to reversibly absorb/desorb water molecules from the atmosphere. Upon absorption of water molecules, the AuNPs-OEG 3D structure undergoes swelling, yielding an increased interparticle distance which dramatically affects the electrical resistance through the system. We also show that by using different OEGs chain length it is possible to tune the sensors characteristics to meet different application requirements. On this regard, devices based on shorter OEG chains feature low resistance and electrical noise, allowing to be powered by simple setups and just 20 mV. Such devices exhibit a highest sensitivity of 500 $\Omega$ RH(\%)\textsuperscript{-1} and are suitable for low costs and low consumption high-speed equipment (e.g. portable devices). On the other hand, by employing slightly longer OEG backbones it is possible to dramatically improve the minimum sensitivity up to 51 k$\Omega$ RH(\%)\textsuperscript{-1} enabling extremely precise measurements. However, the higher electrical resistance of the latter devices requires greater applied voltages and more sophisticated setups to be operated. In both cases the resulting devices features a state-of-the-art response time $\sim$ 26 ms, a recovery time of $\sim$ 250 ms and remarkable stability over time at environmental conditions.

Results and discussions

Figure 1: Molecular structure and corresponding nominal fully elongated length of di-thiolated TEG (4 repetitive units) and HEG (6 repetitive units).
to study the evolution of the cross-link reaction in-situ by using simple UV-Vis spectroscopy measurements to visualize sub-nanometer interparticle distance changes (Figure 2).

Figure 2 portrays the evolution in the optical properties of the AuNPs solutions upon addition of stoichiometric amounts of di-thiolated TEG at room temperature. Such measurements reveal several crucial informations: (i) the red shift of the AuNPs LSPR band, accompanied by a broadening of the signal and by an increase of the background given by scattered light, represent clear evidences of the occurrence of aggregation, confirming that the cross-link reaction can occur under the chosen condition. (ii) The clear and colorless supernatant of the solution, resulting at the end of the reaction (last picture in Figure 2a), proves that the ratio between particles and ligands employed for the reaction is correct. Several control experiments have shown that the use of either excess or defect of ligands would lead to the simultaneous presence of precipitate and colored supernatant, because of the presence of unreacted AuNPs which aggregate (in the case of defect of ligands) or by ligands saturated AuNPs which are not connected to the networks (in the case of an excess of ligands). (iii) The same experiment, performed by using a slightly longer ligand (HEG instead of TEG), leads to the same optical evolution and final results, but features a lower kinetic, requiring six days instead of 20 hours to reach the final stage under the same conditions. The different kinetics of the cross-link reactions, observed by comparing TEG and HEG, could be ascribed to a lower reactivity of the thiol groups connected to longer linear chains or, more probably, to a higher solubility of the resulting networks which need to grow bigger to trigger the precipitation when longer ligands are employed.

The dark precipitate found at the bottom of the vials, at the end of the cross-link reaction, and visible in the last vial in Figure 2a, was deposited by drop-casting on the basal plane of silicon substrate and characterized by SEM (Figure 3).

The SEM images displayed in Figure 3 show that the precipitate, resulting from the reaction between AuNPs and di-thiolated OEGs, features a 3D architecture in which the AuNPs are interconnected forming porous structures. Due to their size, the AuNPs-OEG networks are not soluble in any solvent, allowing to rinse the precipitate in water (or in any other solvent) in order to efficiently remove the residues of sodium citrate present as stabilizer for the AuNPs.

The dark precipitate found at the bottom of the vials, at the end of the cross-link reaction, and visible in the last vial in Figure 2a, was deposited by drop-casting on the basal plane of silicon substrate and characterized by SEM (Figure 3).

The SEM images displayed in Figure 3 show that the precipitate, resulting from the reaction between AuNPs and di-thiolated OEGs, features a 3D architecture in which the AuNPs are interconnected forming porous structures. Due to their size, the AuNPs-OEG networks are not soluble in any solvent, allowing to rinse the precipitate in water (or in any other solvent) in order to efficiently remove the residues of sodium citrate present as stabilizer for the AuNPs.

Electrical characterization

The AuNPs-OEGs electrical characteristics were probed by deposing the networks on SiO2/Si substrates, pre-patterned with interdigitated gold electrodes featuring a channel length (L) ranging from 2.5 to 20 µm with a channel width (W) kept constant at 10^4 µm. To ensure optimal packing of the AuNP network at interface with the pre-patterned Au electrodes along with a high degree of film uniformity and more reproducible depositions, a two-step approach was pursued to covalently bridge the 3D AuNPs network to the pre-patterned electrodes. The first step consisted in the formation of a chemisorbed self-assembled monolayer (SAM) of di-thiolated TEG on the clean surface of SiO2 exposing interdigitated Au electrodes. 36 TEG was chosen because its shorter contour length makes it more rigid than HEG and, under the employed conditions, only one thiol group per molecule should react with the electrode. In this way occurrence of back-folding is prevented, ultimately resulting in electrode’s surface coated by a molecular monolayer exposing thiols groups.37 The second step relied on the growth of the AuNPs-OEGs networks directly on the substrate’s surface, by drop-casting the AuNPs and the OEG solution immediately after mixing them. As displayed in Figure 2 the kinetic of the cross-link reaction between the NPs and the OEGs is fast enough to reach its end before the complete evaporation of the water solvent, allowing the growth of structurally defined 3D networks on the electrode’s surface. Our two-step approach is schematized in Figure 4.
ligands, it is possible to fit the experimental data by using the employed di-thiolated OEGs. Interestingly, the aforementioned device resistances were found to be 105 ± 7 Ω. The latter, being extremely low, can be attributed to the intrinsic lowest resistance for such devices. Two terminal I-V electrical resistance measurements of such devices at room temperature, displayed an ohmic behavior with a linear dependence of the measured current respect to the applied bias (ESI, Figure S3). The statistical analysis on the electrical resistance was performed by preparing series of at least 4 samples (32 devices) per each employed ligand (TEG or HEG). For the sake of comparison, the same study was also performed on films of bare AuNPs (e.g. by drop-casting the pristine AuNPs solution without addition of the OEG ligands), prepared under the same conditions and on the same substrates, to be used as reference. The latter makes it possible to quantify the intrinsic resistivity of such system when the particles are in direct contact among each other, with no ligands in-between. The obtained results are summarized in ESI, Figure S4. They exhibit an average resistance of 34 ± 9 kΩ for the AuNPs-TEG networks and 430 ± 90 kΩ for the AuNPs-HEG devices, while the resistance of the bare AuNPs films was found to be 105 ± 7 Ω. The latter, being extremely low, can be considered as the intrinsic lowest resistance for such devices.

Interestingly, the aforementioned device resistance has shown to be exponentially dependent by the nominal chain length of the employed di-thiolated OEG. By plotting the measured 2-terminal electrical resistance versus the nominal length of the ligands, it is possible to fit the experimental data by using a general exponential equation (Eq. 1):

\[ R = R_0 e^{\beta L} \]  

where \( R \) = Resistance and \( L \) = Nominal ligand length.

The proportionality factor “\( \beta \)”, extracted from the fitting, amounts to 0.38 Å⁻¹, indicating a strong dependence of the resistance with the interparticle distance. Such value of \( \beta \) is too large for a hopping-like charge transport mechanism, the latter being typically characterized by \( \beta \approx 0.1 \text{ Å}^{-1} \) and strongly confirms the presence of a tunneling transport of the charge carriers through the networks. The found proportionality factor of our systems is significantly lower compared to what usually reported for alkanethiol chains (where \( \beta \) usually amounts to ~1.0 Å⁻¹) and is in a very good agreement with the results recently published by Baghbanzadeh et al. on vertical tunneling junction through thiolated OEGs.

The tunneling charge transport mechanism was also confirmed by performing electrical characterization of the devices at different temperatures. Electrical I-V measurements performed inside a cryostat at temperatures spanning from 80 to 300 K (ESI, Figure S5) revealed an extremely small dependency of the electrical resistance from the temperature. Moreover, the I-V curve retain their linearity over the whole range of explored temperatures confirming that the charge carriers are transported through a direct tunneling mechanism.

The same behavior (e.g. minor dependence of the electrical properties on the temperature) was also found for the reference device composed by bare nanoparticles. However, by plotting the evolution of the measured device’s resistance at different temperature, it is possible to observe a reversed trend with respect to the case of AuNPs-TEG networks, as highlighted in Figure 5. Such finding can be easily explained: Direct tunneling is a moderate thermally activated process thus the resistance decreases with increasing temperature. Conversely, in a metal-metal junction the resistivity is given by the scattering of the charge carriers hitting the metal lattice; the increasing temperature determines an enhanced amplitude of the lattice’s vibrational modes, increasing the scattering of the charge carriers and, therefore the electrical resistance.
Humidity sensing

The resistance measurements of the AuNPs-TEG networks performed inside the cryostat is reported as red squares in Figure 5. It reveals the presence of a “bump” between 170 and 220 K where the resistance undergoes a slight increase and then decreases back returning to the initial trend. Careful investigation of the employed setup, have shown that, even if the cryostat is purged with nitrogen and constantly kept under vacuum ($10^{-3}$ mbar) during the measurements, it is subjected to small increase of internal humidity in the 170-220 K range of temperatures. The increased humidity was detected by the AuNPs-TEG networks but did not affect the measurements on bare AuNPs, which do not contain any receptor to interact with moisture. The same phenomenon was also observed for AuNPs-HEG networks in which the increased humidity has an even more dramatic effect, as highlighted in ESI, Figure S6.

Figure 6: Electrical resistive humidity sensors based on AuNPs-OEG 3D porous networks. a) Cartoon of the sensing process. b) Picture of the device setup used for the sensor’s characterization. c) Device’s response to short pulses of humid air (RH ~ 70%) in ambient conditions (constant bias applied = 500 mV). Inset showing a zoom-in of the plot between 35 and 45 s.

As aforementioned, OEG backbone can absorb water molecules from the atmosphere determining a swelling of the chain. For the case of 3D AuNPs-OEG networks the tunneling current features an exponential dependence on the interparticle distance. Therefore, the swelling of the networks causes a dramatic increase in the electrical resistance. This process is schematized in Figure 6a. The actual humidity sensing performances were characterized by disconnecting the AuNPs-OEG based devices with a custom-made printed board circuit (PCB). This setup allows to perform electrical measurements in situ, does not requires the use of probes or micro-manipulators and features multiple individual electrical connection making it possible to characterize multiple TEG and HEG devices at the same time (Figure 6b).

The data reported in Figure 6c shows the electrical response of AuNPs-HEG networks, over time, while applying a constant bias of 500 mV. During the measurement, short pulses of humid air (RH ~ 70%) were sent on the device’s surface with a frequency of 1 Hz. The results from similar experiments performed on AuNPs-TEG networks can be found in ESI, Figure S7, while ESI,

Figure 58 portrays the results obtained with slower and longer cycles to reach saturation of the device’s signal and to determine the stability of the output signal under different conditions.

The results displayed in Figure 6 highlight 3 major features: (i) the devices are stable for an indefinite amount of cycles (certainly exceeding a few hundreds), allowing to continuously measure the response without suffering from any loss of performances or bias stress (e.g. as evidenced by a stable baseline). (ii) The absorption of water molecules and the subsequent increase in electrical resistance is a totally reversible process, allowing the resistance to go back to its initial value in ~ 250 ms. (iii) The response to humid air is extremely fast as it occurs on the 26 ms timescale.

Device calibration

By taking advantages of their humidity-dependent resistance, the fabricated device can be employed as resistive humidity sensors for real word applications. Such step obviously requires a calibration of the device’s characteristics at different humidity values. The calibration of the devices was performed by recording the evolution of their electrical resistance upon exposure to different humidity values by placing the samples in a sealed chamber with controlled humidity and constant temperature, in presence of a commercial humidity meter to be used as a reference.

Representative calibration curves for AuNPs-TEG and -HEG network-based device, within the humidity range from 5% to 85% relative humidity, can be found in Figure 7.

The calibration curves, reported in Figure 7, were recorded by connecting the AuNPs-TEG and -HEG based devices, with two separated electrical channels, to apply a constant bias (20 mV for TEG and 500 mV for HEG based devices) and by continuously recording their electrical resistance, at a constant temperature of 22°C. Both devices exhibited a linear dependence of the measured electrical resistance with the environmental humidity in the range 0-70% RH with a dramatic change of slope above
70% RH. Therefore, it is possible to identify for both series of devices two regimes displaying different sensitivities: a low-sensitivity one which extends from 0 to ~ 70% RH and a high-sensitivity one covering from ~ 70% to 100% RH.

Such finding is in strong agreement with the literature and it is due to the non linear hygroscopic characteristics of the OEGs backbone which exhibit a strong increase of the water up-take at humidity levels exceeding 70%. Such finding is in strong agreement with the literature and it is due to the non linear hygroscopic characteristics of the OEGs backbone which exhibit a strong increase of the water up-take at humidity levels exceeding 70%.

Interestingly, the calibration plot reported in Figure 7 shows similar behavior for both systems. However, a more careful look at the resistance scales reveals that the sensitivity (e.g. the slope of electrical resistance versus RH) is notably higher for HEG based devices, amounting to 678 Ω-RH%−1, compared to 32 Ω-RH%−1 recorded for TEG based devices, under the same conditions. Such values refer to the low sensitivity range of the devices, e.g. between 0 and 70% RH and grow exponentially above such threshold of RH = 70% reaching the remarkable value of 51 kΩ-RH%−1 for HEG and 500 Ω-RH%−1 for TEG based devices.

Conclusions

In summary, we have studied the formation of 3D porous networks of gold nanoparticles in solution by using short di-thiolated oligoethylene glycols as bridges to covalently connect the particles. The exploitation of the optical plasmonic properties of the starting nanoparticles allowed us to follow the cross-link reaction by optical characterizations, enabling a precise evaluation over the process and over the stoichiometric ratio between the reactants. Because of the hygroscopic nature of the employed ligands our 3D networks have shown responsivity to environmental humidity, undergoing structural changes upon interaction with water molecules. Such structural changes cause a dramatic modification of the electrical resistance of the networks, therefore making such systems promising candidates as active materials for nanoscopic resistive humidity sensors. On this regard, proof-of-principles devices have been fabricated by employing two different di-thiolated linkers featuring 4 and 6 repetitive units. Our systematic study demonstrated that such a small difference in the backbone chain length (nominally 0.7 nm) yield a dramatic and predictable difference of the devices performances to meet different application requirements. The AuNPs-OEG 3D networks have shown great response upon exposure to moisture and have been characterized as humidity sensors, exhibiting state-of-the-art response speed (response time ~26 ms), a recovery time of ~250 ms, combined with no hysterisis effect nor fatique effect over hundreds of water absorption/desorption cycles. Significantly, our devices are extremely versatile, as they can operate from 0% RH to immersion in water and from 77 to ~300 K, without any modification in the sensing performances. The employed device could, in principle, be supported on flexible substrates paving the way towards it future use as wearable humidity sensor.

Materials and methods

Materials. Chloroauric acid (HAuCl₄ ·3H₂O), sodium citrate (HOC(COONa)(CH₂COONa)₂ ·2H₂O), di-thiolated TEG (97% M₀ = 226.36 Da) and di-thiolated HEG (97% M₀ = 314.46 Da) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Milli-Q-grade water (18.2 MQcm) was used for all the preparations.

Synthesis and functionalization

9 nm wide AuNPs were synthesized in water with the Turkevich method by placing a 150 ml of a 2.2 mM water solution of sodium citrate in a 3-neck round-bottom flask. The flask was kept under Ar atmosphere using a balloon and heated up to 100 °C. At this point 1 ml of a 25 mM water solution of HAuCl₄ was added rapidly in the flask under stirring (the solution turns yellow because of the presence of the HAuCl₄). The solution was kept at 100 °C under continuous stirring for 3.5 min before being left to cool down at room temperature. The functionalization between AuNPs and OEGs into 3D covalent networks was performed in solution by directly mixing the water solutions in which the AuNPs are grown with appropriate amount of OEG solution upon dilution 1:1000 in Milli-Q-grade water. To roughly estimate the needed amount of thiol groups needed for such reaction we started from purely geometrical considerations: first of all, by comparing our optical UV-Vis spectroscopy data with the literature we found that the concentration of our AuNPs starting solutions is 1.3 x 10⁴ M (the extinction coefficient of 8.55 nm wide AuNPs stabilized with sodium citrate in water is ε = 5.14 x 10⁷ M⁻¹ cm⁻¹). The diameter distribution of our AuNPs was determined by dynamic light scattering in ESI, Figure S1 and amounts to ~9 nm. From theoretical and experimental studies on Au/thiolated SAMs, reported in literature, it is known that the maximum molecular density of alkanethiol SAMs, on flat Au (111), amounts ~ 4.5 molecules/nm². By considering the higher steric hindrance of PEG backbone, compared to aliphatic chains, and that for particles bigger than 5.2 nm the curvature radius is negligible at molecular scales, it is possible to conclude that the upper limit for the density of molecules in the AuNPs-PEG SAM is equal 4.5 molecules/nm². Therefore, each nanoparticle cannot react with more than 900 thiol groups. By knowing the concentration, size, and amount of active site for reaction with thiols group we could estimate an approximate stoichiometric ratio between AuNPs and OEGs solution to achieve the formation of stable networks. Such approximated values were then corrected and refined by characterizing with UV-Vis spectroscopy the supernatant solution resulting from the cross-link reaction, as explained within the main text and in Figure 2.

DLS measurements were performed with a Malvern “Zetasizer Nano ZS”. UV-Vis absorbance spectra of the solutions were recorded in standard 1 cm optical path quartz cuvettes using a JASCO V670 UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer. Optical images
were taken with an Olympus BX51 optical microscope. All scanning electron microscopy imaging was conducted using a FEI Quanta 250 FEG Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), operated in high vacuum mode (pressure in 10^{-4} Pa range). The electrical characterizations were performed by using a Keithley double channel source meter model 2636B, connecting the samples through to a custom made PCB board. Two commercial humidity sensors: SENSIRION SHT21 and Radio Spares 1364 Humidity-Temperature Meter, were employed as reference for the calibration during the electrical measurements. The study of electrical humidity over time for all our devices including AuNPs-TEG, AuNPs-HEG and bare AuNPs without ligands as control experiments, have been performed in air (RH ~ 30%) using a custom-made setup comprising of a PCB board connected to the samples’ electrodes through Indium wires as portrayed in figure 6B. A Keithley model 2636B source meter was connected to the PCB and employed to apply a constant bias over time while recording the electrical resistance. A manually actuated valve connected to a reservoir of humid air (RH ~ 70%) and located few centimeters above the samples’ surface was employed to send short pulses of humid air in a reproducible and controlled manner. Low temperature electrical characterizations were carried out in an Oxford Instruments Optistat DN-V cryostat operating in the range between 80 and 300 K (liquid N₂).
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